Three-way tie for 1st: $10,000 for each venture:

Epistem, an interactive platform for textbooks. Rather than long texts, we represent content through our very own format: interample. Interamples are interactive examples which work in all major operating systems. They are simple, engaging and specially designed for the millennials. We also provide communication and analytics features to let the students and teachers experience the joy of learning! Saeid Kader

EZ Find - Provides a comprehensive solution for fast object finding, indoor navigation, and store inventory management. The enabling techniques are artificial intelligence, copter vision, augmented reality and mobile computing. Bing Zhou

Roflex is a startup company developing a wearable device to improve the effectiveness of at-home rehabilitation. The technology was originally produced for a biomedical engineering senior design class and has potential to be used in fitness and medicine by both healthy adults and patients recovering from injuries. This device will empower individuals suffering from diseases like stroke with independence and personal accountability at an affordable price. Joseph Muller, Amna Haider

Two-way tie for 2nd: $2,500 for each venture:
EngageWhiz, an ed-tech company that helps professors better engage students in the classroom. Professors can easily take and track attendance, ask questions, and gauge student understanding for a more effective lecture. EngageWhiz gives students a voice in class and allows them to review past materials for a more effective study experience. Ryan O'Day, Matthew Wond

Versitable, a stand-alone convenience table that provides unlimited positioning for its user. This multipurpose table with sleek design, will add flexibility to anyone's lifestyle. Jawad Khalfan, Zachariah Djaballah